The management of scaphoid fractures.
Appropriate management of scaphoid fractures is important because of the risk of long-term complications such as delayed or non-union, pain and disability. Up to 25% of scaphoid fractures are not visible on the initial radiographs. Consequently, all clinically suspected scaphoid fractures are treated as fractures with cast immobilisation until cause of the symptoms is clarified. The diagnosis often utilises a number of second line investigations that are generally performed 10-14 days after the injury. Bone scintigraphy is currently the most commonly used of these as it rarely misses a fracture. However, it does not visualise anatomical structure and therefore alternative diagnoses are difficult. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is at least as sensitive and more specific than bone scanning and has the advantages of being able to identify other lesions and not expose the patient to any radiation. Furthermore, the scan may be performed as early as 2.8 days following an injury rather than 10 days later in the case of a bone scan. Although the cost of MRI is higher than other imaging modalities, it may be cost-effective in the overall management of patients with occult scaphoid fractures since it may prevent unnecessary cast immobilisation in active people. The most appropriate method of cast immobilisation is presently unclear but evidence exists for improved clinical outcomes in those that have both the thumb and elbow immobilised for the first six weeks.